Evolution of prenatal diagnostic techniques from phenotypic diagnosis to gene arrays: its likely impact on prenatal diagnosis of hemophilia.
Prenatal diagnostic techniques in hemophilia have evolved through the early sex-determination techniques of offering a nonspecific diagnosis in case of a male fetus through the various mutation screening techniques to the more recent gene array techniques. Each of these techniques has specific advantages and disadvantages. The sampling techniques have evolved simultaneously to suit the requirements of each technique and also the different gestation periods. The DNA-based testing methods provide a range of aberrations detected with different levels of genomic resolution. The more recent gene array analysis is poised to have substantial impact on prenatal diagnosis of hemophilia not only in studying the highly heterogeneous mutations but may also be useful in studying the effect of various ameliorating or epistatic genetic mutations/ polymorphisms simultaneously, providing a wide range of options to the prenatal diagnosis experts, the genetic counselors, and the couples opting for prenatal diagnosis.